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I Introduckion 
   Sgmmetrkal molecules, whether they are diatomic (H:), linear polyatomic (C0, and C_H: 
represented by point group D,.~., together) or plane. polyatomic (C,fi„ point group Vs ), possess 
no permanent dipole moment. However if during the vibrational motion of a molecule the charge 
distribution undergoes a periodic change, then we may say in general (though no[ always) the dipole 
moment changes periodically. ):or example, in the linear symmetric C.H. melecule, during the 
totally symmetric linear vibrations v~ and v, and the symmetric perpendicular vibration vs, the 
dipole moments always remain zero a, the displaud configurations of the nuclei have a center of 
symmetry, therefore these vibrations are infrared-inactive. On the other hand, for the other two 
vibrations vs and v„ dipole moments perpendicular to and in the molecular axis respectively arise 
because of the asymmetry of the displacement positions. Thus these vibrations are active for 
in&azed. Namely, the symmetrical modes of molecular vibration are all normally inactive in 
infrared absorption but active in Raman displacement. Therefore, the appearance of a certain 
transition of polyatomic molecules with a center of symmetry such as C,Hs and C.Hs takes place 
either in the infrared or in the Raman spectrum, but never in both. There is a strict rule of 
mutual exclusion concerning with the selection rules of infrared and Raman Spectrum. 
   Bu[ this is no longer [rue when by a suitable physical means (ligefaction or compression) 
[he average distance between the molecules is appreciably decreased. If a particular molecule 
comes within the field of the quadupole of another molecule, or if their electron shells overlap, 
the symmetric vibration of the absorbing molecule will be distorted in such a way as to induce a 
dipole moment which will persist for the period of Che perturbing action with neighbouring mole-
cules. In this stale the induced dipole moment will give rise to a break-down of the selection 
rules and the appearance of forbidden transitions in the spectrum. 
    These predictions were fully confirmed in homopolardiatomic molecules by We}sh et al.tf, 
who observed the forbidden infrared absorption bands of the compressed gaseous H. and N, at 
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the Raman vibrational Crequencies of these gases (4155 and 2331 cm i, respectively). N'hen they 
changed [he pressures of [he gases, they found that the absorption intensities are proportional to the 
square of the pressures, o they suggested that these absorptions n~ereindllced by intermolecular 
forces. Also such a dipole .moment induced by pressure gave rise to transitions obeying the 
selection rules for Raman spectra, rather than for infrared. 
   On [he other hand, there is another noteworthy spectral efrec[ as the density intrea=_es, that is. 
"simultaneous vibrational transitions" which give rise to .absorption bands corresponding to the 
sum of the individual frequencies of each pair of interacting molecules. This type of infrared ab-
sorption spectrum was found in mixtures oI compressed gases; HCI--H, and CO,-N_ by Vodar et 
al.z] and lietelaar et al.a>, respectively. 
   In [he present investigation, the pressure-induced infrared absorption of totally symmetric 
vibration v,(Es) a[ 1970cm ~ of gaseous C_H: has been i vestigated in he pure gas at the pres• 
sures• up to 43kg(cm= and in the mixtures containing the. pertubing gases (N„ H„ and A) at the total 
pressures upto 110 kgf cm~. Then the correlation f induced effects with the molecular polarizabilities 
of the perturbing gases has been examined. Also, in the IiBr optics the symmetric double de• 
generate perpendicular vibration v~ (110) at 612 cm ' of G_Hp has been observed as a pressure-
induced absorption i the infrared spectrum. For CO, the pressure-induced absorptionsal of the 
totally symmetric vibration at 1388ctn r and the first overtone 2v. a[ 1286cm ', which are in 
Fermi resonances>, have been studied at the total pressures up [0 69 kg/cm', and new absorpotin 
bands observed in the liquid state at [he pressures up to 74kg/cm~. 
   Having sure information regarding [he pressure-induced absorption, a plane molecule of point 
group In, C:H, has been studied in every detail for pure CpH, and mixtures containing the perturbing 
gases (N„ 0_, H=, and A) up to the total pressures of 145 kg/cm'. Quanfitative esperimen[a! results 
obtained on the pressure ffect of the perturbing ases indicate that the origin of the induced 
dipole of [he absorbing molecule is the reaction field of the polarizable perturbing gas molecules 
in its neighbourhood.
                           II Experimentals 
A. Apparatus 
   The measurements of the spectra were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer Model 21 infrared 
spectrometer equipped with NaCI and LiF prisms and a Roken DS 301 spectrometer with A*aCl and 
RBr prisms. The Nernst glower was used as the radiation source. The instruments were calihrated 
with polystyrene, water vapor, ammonia, nd carbon dioxide bands. The calibration error should 
   2) J, Robin and B. Vodar, Cornpfes rendus, 240, 9i6 (1915) 
      R. Coulon and Vu-Hai, ibid., 245; 2247 (195i) 
   3) J. Fahrenfoct and J. A. A. Retelaar, !, Ckerv. Pkys., 22, 1631 (1954) 
   4) H. L. Welsh, M. F. Crawford, and J• L. Locke, Pkyr. Rev., 76, S80 (1949) 
      J. Fahrenfort, H de Rluiver, and T. Babeliowsky, 7. Pkys. el Radium, 15, 6t7 (1954) 
   5) E, Fermi, Z. Plrysik, 71, 250 (1931)
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less than t3cm ' from 400-650 cm '. and --r5cm-' from 650 ~.3200cm '. 
The special high pressure absorption cell was made of machined miled steel stock. A diagram 
this cell is reproduced is Fig. ]. The windows of the same design of 28mm in diameter and
to
to valve Bourdon geuge









Fig. 1  The pressure proof -optical 
window mounting to the absorp• 
tion cell 
 VV: window, 
 P [ supporting plug, 
 C : steel cap, 
 G: Al gasket
20--22 mm in thickness, being cut from n large single crystah were set in a symmetrical position 
oa both sides of the absorption cell with about 2.4cm internal path length. NaCI windows were 
used up to 200 kg/cm' for the study of regions above 650cm i. Below this frequency, where the 
NaCI absorbs strongly, KBr windows were used up to 100 kg/cm'. The optical windows, R' with 
polished faces were cemented with 9raldite Cement against the finely ground surface of the plug, P. 
The perforated steel cap, C, which was crewed outside the supporting plug,was also useful for holding 
the window in position when the cell was evacuated. After passing through the cell the radiation 
beam was focussed on the slit of the spectrometer. Pressures above one atm. were measured by
Bourdon gauges reading to 100 and 200 kg/cm=. The gauges used were calibrated locally on the 
dead-weight tester. 
B. Preparation of Gases 
   The purification ofgaseous C,H, from calcium carbide and water was performed by the same 
method as described in the .previous paperssl. The CO, and C,H, gases used in this work were 
brought in liquid form into pressure bombs after purification by liquefying and distillating a[ liquid 
air temperature, and the perturbing ases used were available in commercial bombs. 
C. Procedure 
   The absorption coefficients were determined as follows. With the cell evacuated. the radiation 
curve of the source was obtained over a spectral region including the expected absorption, and 
whh the cell containing theabsorbing gas at density p, the same region was scanned under the same 
instrumental conditions. The average ofthe recorder traces for each density was used to calculate 
  In (T~/T) as a function of frequency across the band, where To and T are the signals trans-
mitted at Frequency v on the two traces and ! is the path length. 
   The Amagat densities of the gases under the .experimental conditions for P[%=1 at 1 a[m. 
   6) R. Kiyama, S. bliaomura, nd K. Ozawa, Proc. Japan Acad., 30, 758 (1914) 
       S• Aiinomura, Rev. Pkys. Chem. Japan, 2f, 49 (1955)
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and 0`C were calculated by reference [o the appropriate pressure-density isothermal for the gas. 
The PVT data necessary for the calculation of the isothermals were obtained from sources in the 
literatures which are listed in the reference as follows, C;H.rI, C0._al, CeH;al, N¢~l, A~rl, O_txl, and 
H:~s>, It was assumed for the gaseous mixtures that the density of each gas could be calculated from 
its partial pressure. 
   The mining of gases at pressure takes place very slowly. It was found that significant con-
centration gradients existed over long periods of time in gases ealed is the absorption tell. In 
practice the spectral measurement was performed after waiting 1(2 hour after the mixing of gases 
ended. Also in [he mixing of gases [here was another difficulty which was the decrease of the base 
density of the absorbing molecule by back diffusion when the perturbing as was being added- But 
this effect could be made negligibly small by employing a capillary pipe between the bomb and 
the cell.
III Experimental Resulks and Considerations
A. Induced Absorption of Acetylene 
   A great deal of work has been done on the Raman~<~ and 
molecule. The C,H, molecule is linear and symmetrical and 
dons which are shown in Fig. 2.
~ H H o> 
~ h H ~ 
w h h w 
s z s a
a s s a
     Fig. 2 Actual fotm of the 
totally s mmetric (E~) cibrati
infraredts,ts) spectra of the acetylene 
has five distinct fundamental vihra-
vi (33i4cm'') 
v_ (1974cm-~) 
v, (3287cm ') 
















              r fundamental ibrations of CrH. 
The two ll  y etric) ti9 s, , nd „ ad e twofold degenerate (IIe) vib-
7) R. Kiyama, T. Ikegami, and R. moue, Rev. Plrys. Chem. Japan, 21; 58 (1911) 
   J. Sameshima, Bvll. Chem. Soc. Japan, 1, it (1926) 
8) F. Din, Thermodynamic Fvnc/ions of Gases, 1'0l. I, (Butterworths, Lo¢do¢, 1956) p. l02 
9) A. Michels and Geldermans, Pliysica, 9, 967 (1942) 
10) J. Otto, A. Michels, and H. M. Wouters, Phys. Zeitr., 3a, 97 (1934) 
I1) A. Michels a¢d H. Wijkeq Pbysica, 15, fi27 (1949) 
12) C. b1. hieyers, J. Rer. p'. B. S., 40, 457 (1948) 
13) H. W, R"ooley, R. B. Scott, and F. G. Brickwedde, ibid., 41, 379 (1948) 
14) C. bf. Lewis and W. V. Houston, Phys. Rev., 44, 903 (1933) 
15) E. E. Bell a¢d H. H. Nielsen, !. Chem. Phys, 18, 1382 (1950) 
16) R. Kiyama, S. \Iinomura, and K. Ozawa, Proc. Japma Acad.. 30, 758 (1954) 
   5. Minomura, Rev, Pbys. Chem, Japan, 24, 49 (1955); 26, 9, 41 (1956) 
   %. Ozawa, ibid., 27, 9 (]957) ,
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ration, v„ which do not occur as infrared bands even with a fairly long absorption path, are active 
only in the Raman effect ; the remaining twovibrations, rs(E~) and v;(Re), aze active only in 
infrared absorption. This proves that C.H. must have a center of symmetry. According to what 
has been said is the Introduction, the infrared spectrum ofcompressed C,H, might be expected 
to show a number of new absorption bands, not present in [he low pressure spectrum. 
   For respective pressures from 2 [0 43 kg/cm"- at 20°C, the absorption contours of the pressure-
induced y,-band of Cs H, in the region From 1806-2100cm-~ aze reproduced in Fig. 3. Each of
~~
o~
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Fig. 3 The induced r,-band of gaseous 
     C:Hr at various pressuresat 20°C
     18W 1900 2000 2100 
                                 FrequeneY, cm-, 
the spectra shows that the two main peaks of bands at around 1950 and 1970cm-' remarkably 
increase as the pressure increases. The pressure-induced band should have 0, Q, and S branches, 
corresponding to the Raman selection rule, dJ=O, ~2. 
   The recent investigation f the Raman spectrum on this region of Cs H, by Welsh et a1.17t 
has shown that the Raman spectrum of y_-band consists of three branches, which can be attributed 
[0 0 (dJ=-2; I865~1952cm-3), Q (dJ=O; IS73cm''), and S(dJ=+2; I9S5 ~2084cm''), and 
two "hot" bands, v.+vsl"'-v,''3 (1960cm-') and yr+vsl"3-vsl"' (1941cm-'), which Lave as 
initial states the low lying twofold degenerate levels y; " and vsl", respectively. Furthermore 
in this region the infrared active band, 1v,1'0+vfil'1 (III with very weak intensity has been ob-
  17) T. Feldmaa, G.G. Shepherd, and H. L. WefsL, Can. J Phys., $4, 1421 (1956)
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served by StittJa). The main peaks observed will therefore be interpreted as Q.hrahch with two 
submaxima (Qv and Qx) and the "hot" bands superimposed upon the 1v.'"OrFvs~-i band. 
   To ascertain the form of the dependence of the absorption coefficient' on-the density, .the 
f absorption coefbcients of the band peaks for unit Amagat density of C,H„ . p!]n(T°/T), are 



















Fig. 4 The relation between the 
    Amagat density of CzH~ 
    and the absorption coef-
     5cient of vx-band for unit 
   Amagat density plln(Tn/77, 
      Amae.. cm +
0 
        o l0 2a 3a 4o SO 60 
                            a, Amag. 
intensities increase as the square of the density of absorbing molecule, are consistent with the 
hypothesis that the pressure-induced absorption is cased by the distortion of the charge distribution 
of the absorbing molecule during a close binary collision. The theoretical calculations of van 
Kranendoak et al.lsl and Galatrym> support this hypothesis. 
   The effect of the perturbing gases on the contour of the induced band is also very mazked. 
A number of experiments with mixtures of CzH., and non-absorbing perturbation gases such as 
V_, A, and H: were carried out to have more information regarding the nature of the molecular 
interaction and to investigate the hypothesis that the intermolecular forces during collision in which 
the absorbing molecules participate, are mainly due to [he electrostatic fieldszO. To this purpose, the 
spectrum of C.H, is the pure state, and afterwards the same spectrum after being pressurized by N:, 
A, and H, to the base density of C:H: were measured. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5 
where Che change of absorption intensity on addition of the perturbing ases up to [he total pressure 
of 120kg/cm' to the 5xed pressure of C,H, at 25 kg/cm' is observed in the region of v_-band. The 
absorption of G,Hr is all cases has been found to be enhanced by the addition of perturbing azes. 
The e6ect is highest for V,- On the other hand, as the quantity of added perturbing gas is ia-
   18) F. Stitt, J. Chem. Pkyt., 3, 58 (1940) 
  19) J. van Rranendonk and R. Bird, Phys. Rev., fit, 964 (1951); Physics, 17, 953, 968 (1951)_ 
  10) L. Galafry and B. Vodar, Comtes rendus, 210. 1072 (1955); 212, 1871 (1956) 
   11) E. U. Condon, Phys. Rev., 41, 759 (1932) 
       M. F. Crawford and I. R, Dagg, ibid., 91, 1569 (1953) 
       R. W. Terhune and C. W. Peters, J. bfalec. SDech.3, 138 (1959)
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Fig. 5 The pressure effect of perturba-
     tion gases on the contour of the 
     induced +s-band of C,Hs
     160D 790a 37m 210D 
                                  Frepuemy, cm-' 
creased, especially the higher Irequency submaaimum which will be referred to as the QR component, 
grows [o higber intensity, while the influence on the Qr tomponeat and the lower frequency 
peak at around 1950 cm r is not so great. These phenomena with the addition of perturbing 
gases have a similarity to the induction of a QR branch in the induced band of H._ as found by 
Welsh e! a/.Z'1 and of a Q branch in the vibrational-rotational bands of HCI=a) and HBr=s1 by 
Vodar et ai. 
   Furthermore we may remark that [he order of [he magnitude of perturbing effect, Nt~A 
~H:, coincides with that of the polarizability ofmolecules. Namely, this fact is consistent with 
the assumption that the vibration dipole of the absorbing molecule is increased by the reaction 
field of [he polazizable p rturbing ases in its neighbourhood. 
   In the RBr prism region one could think that [he symmetrical perpendiculaz ~dbration, y, 
band (LTa; 612cm i), which is normally forbidden i infrared, would be also expected tobe observed 
in infrared absorption spectrum of compressed CsH_. The absorption profiles of the pressure-
indueced ys-band of C,II, obtained by employing a cell with the RBr windows at pressures from 
4 to 38kg/cm'- at 20°C are reproduced in the region from 560--640cm ' in Fig. 6. 2.lthough t e 
band at around 615cm'r is superimposed on [be lower frequency wing of a strong C,H, absorption 
   22) D. A. Chisholm and H. L. Welsh, Cmr. J Phyr., 32, 291 (1954) 
       W. F. J. Hare and H. L. Welsh, ibid., 36, 88 (1958) 
       Z. J. Riss, H. P. Gusb, and H. L. Nelsh, ibid., 37, 362 (19s9) 
   23) R, Coulon, L. Galatry, B. Oksengorn, SL Robin, and B.Vodaz, J. Plrys. el Radium, 15, 58, 641 
(1954) 
       R. Coulon, B. Oksengorn, a d B. Vodar, Coaiples rendns, 2?9, 964 (1954) 
       Vu-Hai and B. Vodar, ibid., 298, 2082 ([959) 





























Fig. 6  The induced ya-band of gaseous 
CsH~ at various pressures at 20'C
      sm sm soo sv~ ato 
                              Frequency. cm-' 
band vs(IIo) having a maximum peak at 729 cm r, the band at around 615tm' also definitely 
has an induced character, of which the intensity proved to be proportional to the square of 
the C:H~_ density, and there are no other such bands of a measurahle intensity expected in that 
region. Also furthermore the absorption feature is consistent with that reported for the y,~" 
Raman spectrum of C.H, by Welsh et al.rrl 
   On the other hand the yi-band (T'R) expected to pressure-induce at 3374cm t could not be 
unfortunately detected in infrared because of [he intense v,--band (~~) which is infra-active and 
superimpose upon the induced yi-band in this frequency region. 
B. Induced Absorption of Carbon Dioxide 
   Such a tria[omic Linear symmetrical molecule with point group An as CO. should have three 
fundamental vibrations, which may be represented in Fig, 7. 
                       o> • Eo y, (1388cm-') E~ Species 
                       p T p y~: (667 cm r) Itn Species 
                                     twofold degenerate 
                      03 (~ o~ ya (2349cm-c) E~ Species 
                 Fig. 7 Actual form of the fundamental vibrations of CO,
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   Already Welsh ed al.<> have for the first time suggested that the symmetrical vibrationsof
CO, should be possible in infrared, and they have observed them at pressures up l0 25 atm. and 
furthermore Petelaar e! p1.2s1 have observed the simultaneous transitions of CO, vibrations with 
vibrations of \,, 0,, Dr H_ in compressed mixtures of these gases. 
   In this work the pressure-induted absorption bands of CO_were investigated in expansion of 
the pressure range to 74 kg/cm= for pure gas and further with the change of state taking place 
in going from the dense gas to the liquid phase. 
   In Fig. 8 the pressure-induced absorption in CO„ which is forbidden at the normal state, at 
                     FTequency~ m 1 
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Fig. 8 The pressure-induced ahsorp-
tion spectra of compressed COz in 
the region of the Roman douhlet
e sures up to 69 kg/cm= at 20°C is shown in the frequency range of 1li0~1700cm-'. The 
ectra indi[ate Ure maxima t 1282 (2v,°'0) and 1385 cm ' (vr), which are infra-inactive al low 
e sure but Roman-active. The bans a[ 1385 and 1282crn rare brought about inconsequence 
f e Fermi resonance b tween the totally symmetric fundamental yrand the 5rst overtone of 
rpendicular band, 2vsr°0. For these induced-bands theabsorption i tensity was proportional to 
e uare of the density of COa. 
    the other hand, it was possible [o obtain important imformation regarding the nature of 
e l id and of the intermolecular fo ces from the measurement of he spectrum in going from 
e g seous to the liquid state at high pressure. In Fig. 9 the observed absorption curves obtained 
 i  prism for liquid CO, a[ pressures up to 74 kg/cm= at 10°C are reproduced in the frequency 
  i5  J. A. A. Ke[elaor and J. Farenfort, Nuovo Cimenla, Serie X 2, 766 (I9i5), Supplemento 
      J. P. Colpa and J, A. A, Ketelaar, Phyrfca, 21, 1035 (1958)
I
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region from I500~-2000cm-r. In the phase change from the gaseous to liquid state with.com-
pression the absorption spectrum may be changed by modifying the neighbouring molecules and 
the internal structures of the absorbing molecules, but this effect is usually difficult to interpret 
because of the complex nature -of intermolecular fortes. 
                           ESpueneY, cv 1 



















 74 R6/ema 
( liquid C02 1
lslo
Fig. 9 The pressure-induced absorp• 
    lion of CO: in the gas and in the 
    liquid at various pressures in the 
    frequency region from 1500-2000 
     [m'r
   From Fig. 9 the new hands having the maxima at 1953, 1933, 1140, and 1610cm i were 
observed. The hand at 1933cm_r can be interpreted as the Q branch of the 3v.`"1 band, although 
the induced bands at 1953, 1740, and 1610c1n r cannot be assigned to any forbidden combination 
of the bands already listed in Herzberg's Tabled. 
   However if the intermolecular simultaneous vibrational transitions arising from collision com-
plexes, as predicated by van Firanendonktsl, are permitted, these bands newly observed may 
readily be assigned as the combination of a transition in one molecule and a transition in the other. 
This intermolecular simultaneous vibra[ional transition io which one energy quantum is absorbed 
by a cluster of moledes within a short distance of one another, have to be distinguished [rom 
the intramolecular simultaneous transitions corresponding to combination Frequencies of different 
vibrations within one molecule. Admitting this idea the induced new bands al 1953, 1740, and 
  26) G. Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Specba of Polyaromic Sfolecules (D. van Nostrand Company, Inc., 
New York, 1945) p. 274
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16IOcm 'are interpreted asthe 2v:'"0 }v_`"', v_'"'}(v°-2v: "0) or (vT-vi)}(vr ~-v:°"'-2vs`"°) 
and (v,-vr)}(3vr'"[-w''°) bands respectively, which may ,be calculated as follows: 
              {0 0' 0 -~ 0 2° Oi nt 1286}667=1953cm-[                   ,0 0` 0 -~ 0 1' 00 
              (O T 0~ 0 1' 1 at 1064}667=1731 cm-' 
   or \Q Oa 00 ~.0 Oi 0/ at 961}791=1752 crn' 
  and ~Q ~- Q ~ 0 ~` ~~ at 961}648=1609cm''. 
The calculated irequenciesshow a very good correspondence withthe observed values given above. 
From the value for the disturbed rotational energy of CO, at the critical point, van Dmnen'~> 
has recently given the opinion that a liquid in equilibrium with its vapor is bound in its own 
characteristic volume, e, g„ a cluster of CO_ molecules. Namely the occurrence of the intermolecular 
simultaneous transitions i an induction, pointing-~[o the lattice vibrations in a quasicrystalline 
structure of the dense liquid. 
C. Induced Absorption of Ethylene 
   The ethylene molecule withthe plane symmetrical form (point group Va) ha; twelve normal 
v~i6rations. The fact that there are no bands which are observed in the Raman as well as the 
infrared spectrum of CeH;, indicates that the molecule has a center of symmetry. 
    However there are some outstanding problems in the vibrationalssignment on the Raman 
spectrum of GH;. In a recent s[udy•on the Raman spectrum of GH; by LVelsh e! aL~>. the 
ve (Bio) has not been observed in the gas stale, while the band was observed in the liquid by 
Rank et al.~l at 1236cm ', corresponding to the position for v° calculated by Crawford e! al.~> 
from infrared data. On the other hand the 2v,° (Aa) is indicated by the value 1606cm ' by 
Welsh e! a(. although observed at1656cm ' by Rank et n/.. However x•e should except to observe 
the 2v~° at the higher frequency than the v, (IG23cm-r) by [he Permi resonance behveen the 
intense v. and the 2v[°. if permitting a small positive aaharmonicity so that 2v,° is no[ 1620 cm ' 
(=2xS10), but small value greater than 1623cm '.
   Thus it is also interesting [oinvestigate he pressure-induced infrared absoptions of C,H, at 
pressure appearing in the infrared spectrum as the result o[ a break-down of selection rules in 
the compressed state. The analogous experiments with C:H: and CO, were made on C,H, at 
pressures up to 70kg Jcm= in the region of the NaCI prism. The following vibration modes, which 
are the 2vru, v., vs, and v°, expected from the symmetric. property of the molecule, are observed 
as the pressure-induced infrared absorption bands The modes of vibration observed may be 
represented. by [he follox•ing schematic forms 
   27) J, van Dranen, J. Chem..Phys., 21,1404 (1953) -
  28) T. Feldman, J• R6manko, sad H. L Nelsb, Can, !. Phys., 31, 737 (1956) 
   29) D. H. Rank, F. R. Skull; and D, W. E. Axford, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 116 (1950) ~-
  30) R. L, Amet[ and-B, L. Crawford, Jr:, iLid., 18,.118 ((950) _
J
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~~~~- . . / v, (1613 cm ') v, (1342 cm ')    '' '~\~ ASpecies ~ As Species 
               vs (1236 cm-') v„ (810 cm ') 
              B„ Species and B,„ Species , 
but in which the last mode is the fundamental vibration mode of 2vi, (A,) listed at 165Gcm ' or 
1606 cm ' in Fermi resonance with v,. 
   In Fig. 10 the infrared abso: ption spectrum at pressure 20 kg/cm° of C_H, is reproduced in 
comparison with that at 1 kg/cm'. The induced bands are clearly observed at around 1G40 cm ' 
owing to pressure-induced vibrations of the 2vi, and v~, and at around 1300 cm'' by representing 
the anomalous increase of the absorption which would be due to the v, and v. band. If the 
values, 1623 and 1656 tm-', proposed by Rank ~t al. for v_ and 2v„ respectively are accepted, 
the pressure-induced band observed at 1640 cm 'may be interpreted as the result overlapped by 
both v, and 2vr,. 
   In Fig. I I the quantity, plJ ]n (T,/T) dv was plotted against p o[ C.Hj at pressures 
up to 70 kg/cm= to ascertain the dependence of the integrated absorption intensity on the 
densit Thus the uadratic absor [ion ccefl3cien[, s=J rv dv=grz~N`'v I J ' 'dr with     Y• 9 P () 3hc SLt~+rNtLr Sh. 
2.1 x 10-' em-'/cm Amag.' for 1640 cm ' band was obtained from the slope of the linearity. 
Herein J '/+rShsF~Gr y'dr I is the matrix element of theinduced el ctric dipole moment of the
collision pair, and N„ is the number of collision pairs per cm'. 
   Furthermore the pressure ffects of the perturbing gases upon the induced bands of C,H, 
have been investigated by the addition of such a nanahsorbing gas as N_, A, O„ and H~ to a 
fixed pressure of C_H,. In the perturbing ases, N2, 0;, and H„ being diatomic, bence have a 
quadtupole moment and different masses and diameter, while A being monatomic, bas no quad-
rupole moment. As an example [he measurements for the mixtures up to the total pressure of
145 kg/cm' to the base pressure a[ 20 kg/cm' of C; H, are also shown in Fig. 10 where the changes 
of absorption i tensity on addition of perturbing gases are observed only in the region of Raman 
active and infra-inactive bands of C,H,. Only the quaratic dependence of densities for the pressure-
induced bands in mixtures with the perturbing gas permits us to distinguish t e pressure-induced 
transitions from the weak bands of infra-active transitions. 
   The anomalous enhancement of absorptionat around 1550cm-' was observed in the mfature 
of C,H, and 0. in which [he Raman band of 0, at 1355cm-' is induced in the compressed state 
and overlapped bythe induced bands of C.H, in this frequency region. I[ is necessary to subtract
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Fig. 10 Transmission curves of compressed GHa in the region from 
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pressure-induced absorption of compressed O: which has three bra¢ches of 0, P, and Q~obeying 
the Roman selection rule, dJ=O, -~2, were observed at 1355cm r as infra-acfice band and 
coincided with the data of Welsh et al.al). 
   Assuming that the induced bands in compressed gases are due to bi¢ary collision pairs and 
that the ordinary Lambert•Beer law applies in the case of the mixture, a•e may write 
                                       Tv, =TrexP{-(aAPA'-I-a.xPAPa)1 } ........................(1)
                      ( ) _ 1 T,               or e„ v - ln-=rr.APArT2,4()ApP ..............................(2)                                   [ 
,,, 
For the integrated absorption, we have 
                                               IE.~(Y~sY=KAPAr•FKbPA()P ................................(3) 
        ___ _-
            or 1 J In (T /T)dY=KA+K .vP.•IPA ..............................(4)                       PA'f ° 
where KA a¢d K.v are the quadratic integrated absorption coefficie¢ts, defined by KA=I ¢Adv 
and Ky=J a3rdY, due to absorbing molecule-absorbing molecule and absorbing molecule--
perturbing molecule collisio¢s respectively. 
   The variations of the integrated absorption coef6cie¢ts are shown by the graph in Fig. 13, 
in which ~, ! ]n (T lT) dv, (cm't per cm per-AmagaN), are platted as a-fdhctio6'bf the density 
0 
      pa 1 
   3~) M. F. Cra)l~ford, H. L. Welsh, and J. L. Locke, Pkys. Rev., 75, 1607 (1949)
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            Fig, I3 The integrated absorptionccePicient of1640cm r hand of C,H, 
               mixtures containing the perturbing gases as a function of pp/pA 
ratios. pFlPw, o[ the perturbing gases to [he absorbing gas. The points on each graph appear to 
fall in a straight line over the ~chole range of density ratios confirming the Eq. (4). The values 
of KA and K,,r: as determined from intercepts and slopes of the straight lines in Fig. 13, are given 
 in the Table. 
          Table The quadratic absorption coefficients of the 1640 cm r band 
                 of C,H, for mixtures containing [he perturbing gases
perturbing. 








2.i x IOJ' 
2.1 x 10-' 
2.1 x 10-=
i 0.34x10-° 
0.25 X 30-= 












1.62 x 10 
1,56 x 10_u 
O.aOx 10-=3
   Great accuracy cannot be claimed for the values of s~ and sy since they are based in most cases 
on limited experimental data, and since the determination of s~ in particular requires an extrapol-
ation to zero density ratio. \ecertbeless, [he values of s~ which indicate the quadratic absorption 
coefficient of C.H, due to GH,~- CrH, binary collisions, are of the same order of magnitude. 
Thus. the integrated absorption coe6lcient for the 1640cm-r band of C,H„ c~, can be determined 
as about 2.1 x 10-' cm'' per cm pat hlength per Amag.r of C_Ha, which is identical with the value 
obtained from Fig. 11. The ratio of the absorption coefficients s~ and sN can be understood 
as showing the proportion of the effectiveness of a C_H,-C,H, to a GH,-r perturbing as collision. 
These ratios are also given in the iorth column in the Table. From the data, it is known that the 
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large as the coefficient due to C,H~~- N, collisions. Furthermore the order of the magnitude of 
csr. N_~A>O,~H, is consistent with that of the molecular polarizability tensors o[ the perturbing 
gases listed the last column of the Table. 
   There is little doubt that [he major factor responsible for the induced intensity of the absorbing 
molecule caused by collisions of heterogeneous molecules is the reaction field of the polarizable 
perturbing molecules in the neighbourhood, cot the induction caused by the electric field given by 
the quadrupole moments of the perturbing molecules, known as the Mizushima effetta'>, since the 
effectiveness of A possessing no quadrupole moment in enhancing the induced absorption of the 
C,H,~ A mixture is significantly observed.
                             IV Discussions 
   As is proved in the preceding chapter, the pressure-induced infrared absorption bands of 
polyatomic molecules with a center of symmetry have been succesfully interpreted as arising 
from the dipole moment induced by the intermolecular forces in a cluster of interacting molecules. 
These pressure-induced effects observed in H, were interpreted theoretically by van P.ranendonk~s•as), 
who showed that the induced hands are caused by three different mechanisms: (1) [he overlap 
force dve to the short range of the intermolecular forces, (2) the polorization of the ab_orbing 
molecule by the field of the quadrupole moment of the surrounding molecules (so-called Mizushima 
effect), (3) the polarization of the surrounding molecules 6y the quadrupole moment field of the 
absorbing molecule. 
   As is known from the experimental results, only the binary interactions called collision complex 
are of importance at moderate pressures up to a few hundred atmospheres. Thus the number 
of collisions per cm' per second is proportional to N=, if N is the number of molecules per cros, 
and hence to the square of the density of the gas or to the product of the densities of both 
components in mixtures. 
   In order to explain the induced effect observed in the mixture of compressed gases by addition 
of the perturbing gas to the absorbing one, assuming that A is acentre-symmetrical bsorbing 
molecule with the normal co-ordinate corresponding to one of the symmetrical vibrations, vw, 
and B is a gas of the same kind or a non-absorbed perturbing gas such as N„ then the induced 
dipole moment of the binary colliding pair at a short distance of molecules A and B is given by 
                               It=/iw-ran=a.Fe=2aFn . . (3) 
in which few is the moment induced in A by B, aw is the polarizability tensor of .4, and Fa is 
the electric field acting oa A due to the induced charges in B. The Eq. (5) may be developed 
is a Taylor series for deviations w and sa, varying periodically with the frequencies Yw and va 
respectively from equilibrium positions 
  32) M. Pviizushima, Plays. Rev., 76, 1268 (1949); 77, 149, 150 (1910) 
  33) J, van Kranendonk, Pkysicq 23, 825 (1957); Zf, 347 (L938)
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         OaA ~ a               _ ' riFa ~ ...........      E<
w osw ~ o,a 
            a oae' ~~ w dsw 
If [he sum of all first order terms with QA is not zero: 
                ae oFw s`w t F„ o s^e ~w z0 . (7) 
then the induced infrared absorption occurs at the frequency vw• 
   In Eq. (7) the first term represents the perturbation-induced ffect which is zero in first ap-
proximation, because the electric field due to the dipole contribution from A molecule does no[ 
change with a change of Sew accompanying the vibration Yw. However the firs[ one is not zero 
if considering the field due to the change in [be quadrupole moment of A molecule. On the other 
hand the second term, as the vw is the Raman active vibration (da" $ 0), should notbe zero 
                                                         aSw 
in the case of the presence of molecule 13 in surroundings. 
   Thus the resulting induction of dipole moments caused by the reaction field of the polarizable 
perturbing molecules in its neighbourhood should give rise to a break-down of the selection rules 
and the enhancement of the forbidden transitions in the infrared spectrum. 
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